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Think about the current com-
mercial policy, sales process 
and implementation strategy 
at your company:

• Are the criteria for granting dis-
counts, rebates and bonuses not 
clear?

• Do discount and rebate amounts not 
follow previously defined rules?

• Is the customer’s performance not 
taken into account in commercial 
decisions, generating huge price/dis-
count gaps?

• Do terms and conditions vary signif-
icantly among customers of the same 
segment or channel?

• Does the sales force have total auton-
omy in negotiating investments on 
its customers and is the vast majority 
of the investments budget under the 
sales team’s responsibility?

• Are products discounted by the same 
amount, regardless of their value or 
the category to which they belong?

• Is the price positioning among sales 
channels not clearly defined, creat-
ing conflicts and market inconsisten-
cies?

If you identify yourself with the situation 
described above, it may be time to revise 
some of your commercial concepts.

Granting discounts and investments 
based upon negotiations or agreements 
with subjective criteria of sales teams has 
been a common industry practice over 
the years in Brazil. 

With some frequency, many companies 
report they are weaker in comparison to 
their customers, i.e., they believe the bar-
gaining power is completely on the side 
of those who purchase their products.

Recently, many enterprises have been 
trying to change this by implementing 
new commercial policy guidelines. Via 
a pay-for-performance (P4P) system, it 
is possible for companies to extract a 
better performance from their custom-
ers according to clear and well-defined 
criteria. 

In summary, the better the partnership 

between the company and the customer, 
the higher the remuneration for custom-
ers will be when they purchase products 
or services.

Commercial policy 
sophistication levels
We can classify the existing commercial 
policy of a company into three different 
sophistication levels:

Basic:

• Each sales rep negotiates discounts 
and investments based on his or her 
gut feelings. There are neither levels 
nor predefined patterns for granting 
discounts. Subjective criteria of the 
sales team supports every commer-
cial decision.

• Customer segmentation and product 
portfolio are not taken into account 
in investment decisions on custom-
ers.

• Usually, the most powerful custom-
ers receive the higher investment 
amounts; that is, who shouts the 
loudest, wins the prize.

Standard:

• There are general guidelines for dis-
counts. However, they lack specific 
rules and criteria.

• Exceptions to the general guidelines 
happen often.

• There is no visibility on all the grant-
ed discounts and there is still some 
channel conflict.

• Commercial decisions usually do not 
take into account the customer’s per-
formance.
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Sophisticated:

• The commercial policy is aligned 
with the strategy of the company, 
fostering customer behavior that is 
coherent with this strategy.

• There are specific guidelines depend-
ing on the negotiation and invest-
ment type (discount, rebate, bonus, 
free products, etc.).

• Criteria are clear, transparent, for-
malized and socialized within the 
organization.

• Exceptions are rare (< 10% of orders) 
and there are well-defined limits for 
discount approval.

• Discount limits are established by 
customer segment and product cat-
egory.

• A price positioning that is clear and 
coherent with market dynamics 
minimizes channel conflicts.

• Terms and conditions are linked to 
customers’ counter performances 
(Meritocracy).

• There is an effective discount and 
margins monitoring system, with 
pricing specific indicators, such as 
price waterfalls, adherence to com-
mercial policy, price gaps, etc.

• The rules are clear to all customers. 
This creates a feeling of fairness and 
credibility among them.

• Existing price gaps are controlled 
and justifiable (in this case, price 
gaps are healthy and desirable).

• Value proposition, rather than price, 
is the focus of sales.

• The policy is a win-win mechanism. 
The adherent customers will receive 
the best terms and conditions.

In summary, an efficient commercial 
policy has to be:

1. Ethical, clear and transparent, be-
ing equally valid to all customers 
and not allowing for misinterpreta-
tions.

2. Based on counter performances — 
the concession of investments hap-
pens only upon the customer’s com-
pliance with predetermined rules.

3. A reflection of the company’s 
strategy — the commercial policy 
drivers have to be aligned with the 
strategic interests. For example, if 
the company wants to increase its 
market share, a sales volume driver 
might be suitable. If profitability is 
the focus, margin targets are more 
adequate.

4. Measurable, allowing for monitor-
ing over time and not depending on 
subjectivity of the team responsible 
for the commercial policy.

5. Aligned with the chain’s interests, 
that is, the counter performances 
should reflect the role of each cus-
tomer. For example, the counter 
performances of a distributor can be 
different from the ones of a specialist 
retailer. Moreover, channel conflicts 
should be avoided.

6. Implementable in systems - this is 
a prerequisite, since the commercial 
policy control cannot be manual.

7. Revised periodically - pricing is 
very dynamic.

What are the companies 
that implemented a new 
commercial policy doing?
We recently performed a benchmark-
ing study on companies that have imple-
mented a pay-for-performance commer-
cial policy.

The results revealed that the main 
drivers used in the commercial policy 
were:

• Sell in: The customers have to meet 
a determined purchase target. In a 
more mature stage, there might be 

targets per product category. This 
type of counter performance helps 
the company to increase its business 
volume.

• Growth: It is actually an evolution 
of the previous driver. By establish-
ing comparable sales growth targets, 
the company ensures the continu-
ous growth of its customers. Usually, 
growth targets refer to long term 
(e.g. annual), and are often rebates, 
not discounts.

• Sellout: Customers have to meet 
sales targets to the end consumers or 
to the following chain link (in the 
case of distributors or wholesalers). 
Although it is harder to implement 
this driver, sellout guarantees the 
presence of the product in its final 
destination and prevents the exis-
tence of massive stocks.

• Payment: Customer receives dis-
counts if they pay for the products 
or services within a predefined term. 
This driver helps keep the cash flow 
healthy.

• Mix agreement: Many organiza-
tions work with different product 
categories, and it is natural that 
some are more profitable than oth-
ers. By establishing a product mix 
agreement with customers, the com-
pany seeks to increase its profitabil-
ity, prioritizing the strategic product 
categories.

• Logistics: Customers that do not 
use pallets and/or order full truck-
loads contribute to the improvement 
of the logistics operation.

• Distribution: Frequently used with 
distributors, this driver increases the 
presence of products across a greater 
number of points of sales.

• Adherence to suggested retail 
price ranges: The suggested retail 
price helps to strengthen the posi-
tioning of the products in the mar-
ket. It is commonly known that 
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Figure 1: Maximum and minimum investment levels (based on gross price)

forcing the customers to adhere to 
a retail price is not legally allowed. 
However, it is beneficial to foster the 
customers who charge prices close to 
the ideal ones.

It is also interesting to observe the maxi-
mum and minimum investment (dis-
count or rebates) levels applied by the 
companies that implemented the above-
mentioned drivers.

Figure 1 above shows that sell in and 
sellout drivers can reach up to 6% at the 
companies that implemented them. On 
the other hand, companies that applied 
payment, mix agreement or distribution 
drivers invested a minimum of 1%. Oth-
er drivers such as sell in, growth, logistics 
and adherence to SRP had a minimum 
investment of 2% of gross prices.

This is evidence that many companies 
have been considering the sales volume 
and proximity to the end consumer as 
strategic factors for their business.

The benchmark study also analyzed the 
split of investments between pay-for-per-
formance investments and purely given 
investments, without any related counter 
performance.

One can observe that the company that 
has applied the least pay-for-performance 

principles had approximately 20% of its 
total investments linked to counter per-
formances.

On the other hand, the company that 
has had a higher proportion of pay-for-
performance investments had 85% of all 
its discounts, rebates and bonuses based 
on customers’ counter performances 
(Figure 2).

Although 85% seems to be, at first sight, 
far from the ideal situation, we recom-
mend that part of the total investments 
stay with the sales force, yet in a well-
controlled and monitored manner. The 
reason is that the sales reps’ expertise can 
often bring positive results in some spe-
cific negotiations.

Main conclusion
It is evident that a commercial policy, 
if well structured, tends to bring many 
benefits to the companies that have im-
plemented it. Usually, customers receive 
a more transparent and clear commercial 
policy with enthusiasm and understand 
what they need to do in order to acquire 
better commercial terms and conditions. 
Further, studies show that some cus-
tomers would accept even higher prices 
if they are sure the conditions are the 
same for all the competitors. Moreover, 
the implementation often brings perfor-
mance improvements in the chosen driv-

ers in the medium-term.

Nevertheless, some points have to be 
highlighted in order to ensure a smooth 
execution of the new commercial policy:

• Start the implementation with 
smaller customers: Usually, bigger 
customers are those who currently 
have the higher terms and condi-
tions. Gain implementation experi-
ence beginning with the less strate-
gic customers so there is not as much 
damage to sales if they do not accept 
the new rules. Create a phased strat-
egy to carry out over the medium- to 
long-term for the biggest and most 
impacted customers, defining feasi-
ble targets that do not risk the busi-
ness. Assess the bargaining power of 
each customer and prepare yourself 
in advance for the negotiations. De-
fine gradual and realistic targets to 
bring the customers step-by-step to 
the new policy. Define a hierarchy of 
concessions that you could offer to 
the customer during the negotiation. 
Define minimum prices (walkaway 
price). Stay firm and compliant with 
the commercial policy.

• Simplify the commercial policy 
in less mature markets: Not all 
the markets and segments are used 
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Figure 2to pay-for-performance commercial 
policies. Using a reduced number of 
drivers and simple and direct tar-
gets will help customers that never 
worked with pay-for-performance 
principles to better adapt to the new 
commercial policy.

• Market leaders have a more sig-
nificant bargaining power: If your 
company is a market leader, use 
this to your advantage and estab-
lish challenging drivers and targets 
for your customers. If you are not a 
market leader, implement the new 
commercial policy in steps and es-
tablish challenging counter perfor-
mances over the time. It is most im-
portant to stay firm during turbulent 
periods and not let exceptions drive 
your commercial policy.

• Train your team: The implementa-
tion of a new commercial policy of-
ten requires a cultural change at the 
company.

• Define communication plans (in-

ternal and external) in compliance 
with laws.

• Develop tools / support material 
for your team

• Prepare yourself for turbulence 
after the transition but do not give 
up your defined plans and strat-
egy.
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